The effects of vasopressin on hippocampal slices from trained rats.
The effects of vasopressin on hippocampal slices from control and pretrained rats were compared. Prolonged presentation of both combined and noncombined conditioned stimuli (CS) and unconditioned stimuli (US) increases the sensitivity of hippocampal neurons to vasopressin. The effect of this was that responses to application of DG-AVP after training and active control treatment was biphasic, consisting of initial excitation and subsequent inhibition; similar effects were seen in control slices when the peptide concentration was increased. Increases in the excitatory phase occurred with presentation of the CS and US and were independent of the training factor. The inhibitory phase increased to a greater extent on presentation of combinations of the CS and US. It is suggested that increases in depression in response to application of vasopressin in trained animals, as compared with active controls, are due to a higher level of free intracellular calcium occurring as a result of the training procedure.